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In recent years, Apple’s ‘critical educational research’ have started to influence 
China increasingly, and more and more experts and scholars have paid attention to it. 
1980s is the era of American ‘turn right’ and the revival of conservatism. In the period 
of American ‘Conservative Revival’,  right-wing coalition begun to attack public 
school education. In addressing teacher issues, Apple placed it in the context of 
‘Conservative Revival’. Under the studying of Apple’s works, this thesis studies the 
problems which American teachers have to face in the current situation, and then 
Apple provides several solutions which maybe give some inspiration to China, and to 
deepen our understanding of the status of American education.  
This paper includes five chapters. The introduction is mainly about the 
subject-selecting origin, the necessity, possibility, literature review, route, and method 
of the study. And then describe the research possibilities and the study review. 
Chapter 2 examines the relationships between Apple’s growth experience and his 
academic career, and analyses persons whom play great part on his academic career.  
Chapter 3 analysis difficulties faced by American teachers.  Studying from the 
education reform policies of right-wing, the chapter explore the real purpose of its 
reform, and expose the injuries of teachers have suffered. Based on the last chapter, 
Chapter 4 discusses about the possibility of various groups including progressives, 
social activists, educators, parents, and vulnerable groups to combine with each other, 
establish anti-hegemonic alliance, and build democratic schools.  And then, the 
paper also describes specific solutions to teachers’ plight. Chapter 5 discusses 
contributions and limitations of Apple’s critical teacher studies, in order to inspire the 
reform of Chinese education.  
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